Community Experts Answer
evolution of experts in question answering communities - of “answer people”, interchangeably called as
experts, who are the main drivers of answer production in the community (viegas 2004), (fisher, smith, and
welser 2006), (welser et´ al. 2007). these communities undergo various evolutional changes over time - in the
number of their users, volume of finding experts in community-based question-answering services information retrieval - modeling, community-based web information service, digital reference, information
systems, language models 1. introduction there have been a growing number of web information services that
bring together a network of self-declared “experts” to answer other people’s questions. this started as digital
reference services competing to share expertise: the taskcn knowledge sharing community - u-m
personal world wide web server - competing to share expertise: the taskcn knowledge sharing community
jiang yang1, lada a. adamic1, ... (vetted experts answer questions for a fee) and yahoo answers (anyone can
answer or ask a question). as such, these sites promise new ... the online community knowledge market has
been rapidly gathering popularity in recent years. people can ... question quality analysis and prediction
in community question answering services with coupled mutual reinforcement - computer science
| university of virginia school of engineering and applied science - to ﬁnd experts in community
question answering.yang et al. [40] proposed topic expertise model (tem) and cqarank to ﬁnd the right
experts, retrieve archived similar questions and recommend best answers to new questionsme works aim to
identify one or more answers from a list of candidate answers that semantically early detection of potential
experts in question answering communities - ibm - early detection of potential experts in question
answering communities 3 question arises whether early experts behavior is di erent in qa communities? is
there an untapped set of potential experts that we could develop - users who might otherwise leave the
community due to lack of recognition? our research seeks to address this challenge. discovering value from
community activity on focused question answering sites: a case study of stack overﬂow - home |
department of computer science - discovering value from community activity on focused question
answering sites: a case study of stack overﬂow ... ducers of information — experts who are able to answer
difﬁcu lt ... from members of the community, signaling evaluations of quality; independently of this, the user
who posed the question may at any ... come to the - bracpmovy - talk with independent experts at the open
house oregon state university dr. kathryn higley, an expert in radiological health and safety and a resource for
the bayview hunters point community as a technical advisor oak ridge associated universities ms. sarah
roberts, an expert in independent verification activities interview questions regarding diversity portland state university - interview questions regarding diversity measuring cultural key competencies
during the interview process sample questions as a component of the diversity action plan and the president’s
strategic mission of achieving global excellence, portland state university strives to become an institution that
is recognized the strategic prevention framework - interviews with community experts community expert
interviews can provide you with the perspectives of people who observe and monitor community functioning.
examine your gaps in knowledge about why your priority issue occurs in your community and then contact
experts who can help fill those gaps. ucla center for health policy research - is going on in the community.
the purpose of key informant interviews is to collect information from a wide range of people—including
community leaders, professionals, or residents—who have first hand knowledge about the community. these
community experts, with their particular knowledge and understanding, can provide insight on the
community survey on public safety and law enforcement - possible. this is not a test, and there are no
right or wrong answers. please answer each question honestly. the “community survey on public safety and
law enforcement” was developed by the u.s. department of justice, office of community oriented policing
services (cops office) with the support of icf international and law enforcement experts. community
involvement - smarte - community involvement program. community involvement is a very important
aspect of revitalization for any community, no matter what size. without community buy-in, a project may
never get off the ground or will not be accepted once it is completed. in the united states, federal brownfield
grant monies are tied to community involvement a survey of community question answering - arxiv - a
survey of community question answering barun patra ... with the advent of numerous community forums,
tasks associated with the same have gained importance in the recent past. with the inﬂux of new questions
every day on these forums, the issues of identifying ... and have multiple experts across the world answer
them, while being able to pro- questions and answers about hiv/aids - information, community resources
and statistics the health department tracks the number of cases of hiv it is important to know how many
people are living with hiv in different areas the health department tracks the number of cases of hiv by gender,
race, ethnicity and age a person who studies numbers about health conditions is called an select one (select
one) - fema - test yourself answer key introduction to hazard mitigation 4 lesson 2 (continued) 6. according to
the disaster mitigation act of 2000, each community entering into a “multi-jurisdictional” plan must do this in
order to receive hazard mitigation funds: (select one) a) have demonstrated capability to perform hazard risk
assessments.
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